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ABSTRACT
This paper aims at proposing a general formal framework for di-
alogue between autonomous agents which are looking for a com-
mon agreement about a collective choice. The proposed setting
has three main components: the agents, their reasoning capabil-
ities, and a protocol. The agents are supposed to maintain beliefs
about the environment and the other agents, together with their own
goals. The beliefs are more or less certain and the goals may not
have equal priority. These agents are supposed to be able to make
decisions, to revise their beliefs and to support their points of view
by arguments. A general protocol is also proposed. It governs the
high-level behaviour of interacting agents. Particularly, it specifies
the legal moves in the dialogue. Properties of the framework are
studied. This setting is illustrated on an example involving three
agents discussing the place and date of their next meeting.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.3 [Deduction and Theorem Proving]: Nonmonotonic reason-
ing and belief revision
; I.2.11 [Distributed Artificial Intelligence ]: Intelligent agents

General Terms
Human Factors, Theory

Keywords
Argumentation, Negotiation

1. INTRODUCTION
Roughly speaking, negotiation is a process aiming at finding

some compromise or consensus between two or several agents about
some matters of collective agreement, such as pricing products, al-
locating ressources, or choosing candidates. Negotiation models
have been proposed for the design of systems able to bargain in an
optimal way with other agents for, e.g., buying or selling products
in e-commerce [6].
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Different approaches to automated negotiation have been inves-
tigated [11], includinggame-theoreticapproaches (which usually
assume complete information and unlimited computation capabili-
ties),heuristic-basedapproaches which try to cope with these limi-
tations, andargumentation-basedapproaches [3, 1, 10, 8, 7] which
emphasize the importance of exchanging information and expla-
nations between negotiating agents in order to mutually influence
their behaviors (e.g. an agent may concede a goal having a small
priority). Indeed, the two first types of settings do not allow for
the addition of information or for exchanging opinions about of-
fers. Integrating argumentation theory in negotiation provides a
good means for supplying additional information and also helps
agents to convince each other by adequate arguments during a ne-
gotiation dialogue.
In the present work, we consider agents having knowledge about
the environment graded in certainty levels and preferences expressed
under the form of more or less important goals. Their reasoning
model will be based on an argumentative decision framework, as
the one proposed in [5] in order to help agents making decisions
about what to say during the dialogue, and to support their behav-
ior by founded reasons, namely “safe arguments”. We will focus on
negotiation dialogues where autonomous agents try to find a joint
compromise about a collective choice that will satisfy at least all
their most important goals, according to their most certain pieces
of knowledge.
The aim of this paper is to propose a general and formal frame-
work for handling such negotiation dialogues. A protocol specify-
ing rules of interaction between agents is proposed. As the agents
negotiate about a set of offers in order to choose the best one from
their common point of view, it is assumed that the protocol is run,
at most, as many times as there are offers. Indeed, each run of the
protocol consists of the discussion of an offer by the agents. If that
offer is accepted by all the agents, then the negotiation ends suc-
cessfully. Otherwise, if at least one agent rejects it strongly and
doesn’t revise its beliefs in the light of new information, the current
offer is (at least temporarily) eliminated and a new one is discussed.
We take an example to illustrate our proposed framework. It con-
sists of three human agents trying to set a date and a place for orga-
nizing their next meeting. Thus the offers allow for multiple com-
ponents (date and place). For simplicity reasons, we consider them
as combined offers so that if an agent has a reason to refuse an ele-
ment of a given offer, it refuses the whole offer. One of the agents
starts the dialogue by proposing an offer which can be accepted or
rejected. The negotiation goes on until a consensus is found, or
stops if it is impossible to satisfy all the most important goals of
the agents at the same time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we



define the mental states of the agents representing their beliefs and
goals. In section 3 we present the argumentative decision frame-
work capturing their reasoning capabilities. Section 4 describes a
protocol for multi-agent negotiation dialogues. Section 5 illustrates
the argued-decision based approach on an example dealing with the
choice of a place and a date to organize a meeting. Section 6 con-
ludes the paper and outlines some possible future work.

2. MENTAL STATES AND THEIR DYNAM-
ICS

As said before, it is supposed that the mental states of each agent
are represented by bases modeling beliefs and goals graded in terms
of certainty and of importance respectively. Following [4, 12], each
agent is equipped with(2n) bases, wheren is the number of agents
taking part to the negotiation.
Let L be a propositional language andWff(L) the set of well-
formed formulas built fromL. Each agentai has the following
bases:

Ki = {(ki
p, ρi

p), p = 1, sk} whereki
p ∈ Wff(L), is a knowledge

base gathering the information the agent has about the envi-
ronment. The beliefs can be less or more certain. They are
associated with certainty levelsρi

p.

Gi = {(gi
q, λ

i
q), q = 1, sg} wheregi

q ∈ Wff(L), is a base of
goals to pursue. These can have different priority degrees,
represented byλi

q.

GOi
j = {(goi

r,j ,γ
i
r,j), r = 1, sgo(j)}, wherej 6= i, goi

r,j ∈ Wff(L),
are(n − 1) bases containing what the agentai believes the
goals of the other agentsaj are. Each of these goals is sup-
posed to have a priority levelγi

r,j .

KOi
j = {(koi

t,j , δ
i
t,j), t = 1, sko(j)}wherej 6= i, koi

t,j ∈ Wff(L),
are(n − 1) bases containing what the agentai believes the
knowledge of the other agentsaj are. Each of these beliefs
has a certainty levelδi

t,j .

This latter base is useful only if the agents intend to simulate the
reasoning of the other agents. In negotiation dialogues where agents
are trying to find a common agreement, it is more important for
each agent to consider the beliefs that it has on the other agents’goals
rather than those on their knowledge. Indeed, a common agreement
can be more easily reached if the agents check that their offers may
be consistent with what they believe are the goals of the others. So
in what follows, we will omit the use of the basesKOi

j .

The different certainty levels and priority degrees are assumed to
belong to a unique linearly ordered scaleT with maximal element
denoted by1 (corresponding to total certainty and full priority) and
a minimal element denoted by0 corresponding to the complete ab-
sence of certainty or priority.m will denote the order-reversing
map of the scale. In particular,m(0) = 1 andm(1) = 0.
We shall denote byK∗ andG∗ the corresponding sets of classical
propositions when weights are ignored.

3. ARGUED DECISIONS
Recently, Amgoud and Prade [5] have proposed a formal frame-

work for making decisions under uncertainty on the bases of argu-
ments that can be built in favor or against a possible choice. Such an
approach has two obvious merits. First, decisions can be more eas-
ily explained. Moreover, argumentation-based decision is maybe
closer to the way humans make decisions than approaches requiring

explicit utility functions and uncertainty distributions. Decisions
for an agent are computed from stratified knowledge and prefer-
ence bases in the sense of Section 2. This approach distinguishes
between apessimisticattitude, which focuses on the existence of
strong arguments that support a decision, and anoptimistic one,
which concentrates on the absence of strong arguments against a
considered choice. This approach can be related to the estimation
of qualitative pessimistic and optimistic expected utility measures.
Indeed, such measures can be obtained from a qualitative plausi-
bility distribution and a qualitative preference profile that can be
associated with a stratified knowledge base and with a stratified set
of goals [5].

In this paper, we only use the syntactic counterpart of these se-
mantical computations in terms of distribution and profile (which
has been proved to be equivalent for selecting best decisions), un-
der its argumentative form. This syntactic approach is now recalled
and illustrated on an example.
The idea is that a decision is justified and supported if it leads to the
satisfaction of at least the most important goals of the agent, taking
into account the most certain part of knowledge. LetD be the set
of all possible decisions, where a decisiond is a literal.

DEFINITION 1 (ARGUMENT PRO). An argument in favor of
a decisiond is a tripleA = <S, C, d> such that:

- d ∈ D

- S ⊆ K∗ andC ⊆ G∗

- S ∪ {d} is consistent

- S ∪ {d} ` C

- S is minimal andC is maximal (for set inclusion) among the
sets satisfying the above conditions.

S = Support(A) is the supportof the argument,C = Conse-
quences(A) itsconsequences(the goals which are reached by the
decisiond) andd = Conclusion(A) is the conclusion of the ar-
gument. The setAP gathers all the arguments which can be con-
structed from<K, G,D>.

Due to the stratification of the basesKi andGi, arguments in favor
of a decision are more or less strong fori.

DEFINITION 2 (STRENGTH OF ANARGUMENT PRO). LetA
= <S, C, d> be an argument inAP .
The strengthof A is a pair <LevelP (A), WeightP (A)> such
that:

- Thecertainty levelof the argument isLevelP (A) = min{ρi

| ki ∈ S and(ki, ρi) ∈ K}. If S = ∅ thenLevelP (A) = 1.

- Thedegree of satisfactionof the argument isWeightP (A) =
m(β) withβ = max{λj | (gj , λi) ∈ G andgj /∈C}. If β = 1
thenWeightP (A) = 0 and ifC = G∗ thenWeightP (A) =
1.

Then, strengths of arguments make it possible to compare pairs of
arguments as follows:

DEFINITION 3. Let A and B be two arguments inAP . A is
preferredtoB, denotedA �P B, iff min(LevelP (A), WeightP (A))
≥ min(LevelP (B), WeightP (B)).

Thus arguments are constructed in favor of decisions and those ar-
guments can be compared. Then decisions can also be compared
on the basis of the relevant arguments.



DEFINITION 4. Let d, d′ ∈ D. d is preferredto d′, denoted
d .P d′, iff ∃ A ∈ AP , Conclusion(A) = d such that∀ B ∈ AP ,
Conclusion(B) = d′, thenA �P B.

This decision process is pessimistic in nature since it is based on
the idea of making sure that the important goals are reached. An
optimistic attitude can be also captured. It focuses on the idea that
a decision is all the better as there is no strong argument against it.

DEFINITION 5 (ARGUMENT CON). An argument againsta
decisiond is a tripleA = <S, C, d> such that:

- d ∈ D

- S ⊆ K∗ andC ⊆ G∗

- S ∪ {d} is consistent

- ∀ gi ∈ C, S ∪ {d} ` ¬gi

- S is minimal andC is maximal (for set inclusion) among the
sets satisfying the above conditions.

S = Support(A) is the supportof the argument,C = Conse-
quences(A) itsconsequences(the goals which are not satisfied by
the decisiond), andd = Conclusion(A) its conclusion. The set
AO gathers all the arguments which can be constructed from<K,
G,D>.

Note that the consequences considered here are the negative ones.
Again, arguments are more or less strong or weak.

DEFINITION 6 (WEAKNESS OF ANARGUMENT CON). LetA
= <S, C, d> be an argument ofAO.
Theweaknessof A is a pair <LevelO(A), WeightO(A)> such
that:

- The level of the argument isLevelO(A) = m(ϕ) such that
ϕ = min{ρi | ki ∈ S and (ki, ρi) ∈ K}. If S = ∅ then
LevelO(A) = 0.

- Thedegreeof the argument isWeightO(A) = m(β) such
thatβ = max{λj such thatgj ∈ C and(gj , λi) ∈ G}.

Once we have defined the arguments and their weaknesses, pairs of
arguments can be compared. Clearly, decisions for which all the ar-
guments against it are weak will be preferred, i.e. we are interested
in the least weak arguments against a considered decision. This
leads to the two following definitions:

DEFINITION 7. Let A and B be two arguments inAO. A is
preferredtoB, denotedA �O B, iff max(LevelO(A), WeightO(A))
≥ max(LevelO(B), WeightO(B)).

As in the pessimistic case, decisions are compared on the basis of
the relevant arguments.

DEFINITION 8. Let d, d′ ∈ D. d is preferredto d′, denoted
d .O d′, iff ∃ A ∈ AO with Conclusion(A) = d such that∀ B ∈
AO with Conclusion(B) = d′, thenA is preferred toB.

Let us illustrate this approach using the two points of view (pes-
simistic and optimistic) on an example about deciding or not to ar-
gue in a multiple agent dialogue for an agent which is not satisfied
with the current offer.

EXAMPLE 1. The knowledge base isK = {(a → suu, 1),(¬a →
¬ suu, 1),(a → ¬aco, 1),(fco∧¬a → aco, 1),(sb, 1),(¬fco →
¬aco, 1), (sb → fco, λ)} (0 < λ < 1) with the intended meaning:
suu: saying something unpleasant,

fco: other agents in favor of current offer,
aco: obliged to accept the current offer,
a: argue,
sb: current offer seems beneficial for the other agents.
The base of goals isG = {(¬aco, 1),(¬suu, σ)} with (0< σ < 1).
The agent does not like to say something unpleasant, but it is more
important not to be obliged to accept the current offer.
The set of decisions isD = {a,¬a}, i.e., arguing or not.

There is one argument in favor of the decision ‘a’:< {a → ¬aco},
{¬aco}, a>. There is also a unique argument in favor of the deci-
sion‘¬a′: <{¬a →¬ suu}, {¬suu}, ¬a>.

The level of the argument<{a → ¬aco}, {¬aco}, a> is 1 whereas
its weight ism(σ). Concerning the argument<{¬a → ¬suu},
{¬suu}, ¬a>, its level is 1 and its weight is m(1) = 0.

The argument<{a → ¬aco}, {¬aco}, a> is preferred to the
argument<{¬a →¬suu}, {¬suu}, ¬a>.

From a pessimistic point of view, decisiona is preferred to the
decision¬a since<{a → ¬aco}, {¬aco}, a> is preferred to
<{¬a →¬suu}, {¬suu}, ¬a>.

Let us examine the optimistic point of view. There is one argu-
ment against the decision ‘a’:<{a → suu}, {¬suu}, a>. There
is also a unique argument against the decision¬a: <{sb, sb →
fco, fco ∧ ¬a → aco}, {¬aco}, ¬a>.

The level of the argument<{a → suu}, {¬suu}, a> is 0 whereas
its degree ism(σ). Concerning the argument<{sb, sb → fco, fco∧
¬a → aco}, {¬aco}, ¬a>, its level ism(λ), and its degree is 0.
Then the comparison of the two arguments amounts to compare
m(σ) with m(λ).

The final recommended decision with the optimistic approach de-
pends on this comparison.

This argumentation system will be used to take decisions about the
offers to propose in a negotiation dialogue. The following defini-
tion is the same as Definition 1 where the decisiond is about offers.

DEFINITION 9 (ARGUMENT FOR AN OFFER). Anargumentin
favor of an offerx is a tripleA = <S, C, x> such that:

- x ∈ X

- S ⊆ K∗ andC ⊆ G∗

- S(x) is consistent

- S(x) ` C(x)

- S is minimal andC is maximal (for set inclusion) among the
sets satisfying the above conditions.

X is the set of offers,S = Support(A), C = Consequences(A)
(the goals which are satisfied by the offerx) andx = Conclusion(A).
S(x) (resp. C(x)) denotes the belief state (resp. the preference
state) when an offerx takes place.

EXAMPLE 2. The example is about an agent wanting to pro-
pose an offer corresponding to its desired place for holidays.
The set of available offers isX = {Tunisia, Italy}.
Its knowledge base is :K = {(Sunny(Tunisia), 1), (¬Cheap(Italy),



β), (Sunny(x) → Cheap(x), 1)}.
Its preferences base is:G = {(Cheap(x), 1)}.

The decision to take by the agent is whether to offer Tunisia or
Italy. Following the last definition, it has an argument in favor of
Tunisia: A =< {Sunny(Tunisia), Sunny(x) → cheap(x)},
cheap(Tunisia), tunisia >.
It has no argument in favor of Italy (it violates its goal which is
very important). So this agent will offer Tunisia.

4. THE NEGOTIATION PROTOCOL

4.1 Formal setting
In this section, we propose a formal protocol handling negotia-

tion dialogues between many agents(n ≥ 2). Agents having to
discuss several offers, the protocol is supposed to be run as many
times as there are non-discussed offers, and such that a common
agreement is still not found. The agents take turns to start new runs
of the protocol and only one offer is discussed at each run.

A negotiation interaction protocol is a tuple〈 Objective, Agents,
Object, Acts, Replies, Wff-Moves, Dialogue, Result〉 such that:

Objective is the aim of the dialogue which is to find an acceptable
offer.

Agents is the set of agents taking part to the dialogue,Ag =
{a0, . . . , an−1}.

Object is the subject of the dialogue. It is a multi-issue one, de-
noted by the tuple〈O1, . . . , Om〉, m ≥ 1. EachOi is a
variable taking its values in a setTi.
Let X be the set of all possible offers, its elements arex =
〈x1, . . . , xm〉 with xi ∈ Ti.

Acts is the set of possible negotiation speech acts:Acts = {Offer,
Challenge, Argue, Accept, Refuse, Withdraw, Say nothing}.

Replies: Acts −→ Power(Acts), is a mapping that associates to
each speech act its possible replies.

- Replies(Offer) = {Accept, Refuse, Challenge}
- Replies(Challenge) = {Argue}
- Replies(Argue) = {Accept, Challenge, Argue}
- Replies(Accept) = {Accept, Challenge, Argue,

Withdraw}
- Replies(Refuse) = {Accept, Challenge, Argue,

Withdraw}
- Replies(Withdraw) = ∅

Well-founded moves = {M0, . . . , Mp} is a set of tuplesMk =
〈Sk, Hk, Movek〉, such that:

- Sk ∈ Agents, the agent which plays the move is given
by the functionSpeaker(Mk) = Sk.

- Hk ⊆ Agents \{Sk}, the set of agents to which the
move is addressed is given by the functionHearer(Mk)
= Hk.

- Movek = Actk(ck) is the uttered move whereActk is
a speech act applied to a contentck.

Dialogue is a finite non-empty sequence of well-founded moves
D = {M0, . . . , Mp} such that:

- M0 = 〈S0, H0, offer(x)〉: each dialogue starts with
an offerx ∈ X

- Movek 6= offer(x),∀k 6= 0 and∀x ∈ X: only one
offer is proposed during the dialogue at the first move

- Speaker(Mk) = ak modulo n: the agents take turns
during the dialogue.

- Speaker(Mk) /∈ Hearer(Mk). This condition for-
bids an agent to address a move to itself.

- Hearer(M0) = aj ,∀j 6= i: the agentai which utters
the first move addresses it to all the agents.

- For each pair of tuplesMk, Mh, k 6= h, if Sk = Sh

then Movek 6= Moveh. This condition forbids an
agent to repeat a move that it has already played.

These conditions guarantee that the dialogueD is non circu-
lar.

Result : D −→ {success, failure}, is a mapping which returns
the result of the dialogue.

- Result(D) = success if the preferences of the agents
are satisfied by the current offer.

- Result(D) = failure if the most important prefer-
ences of at least one agent are violated by the current
offer.

This protocol is based on dialogue games. Each agent is equipped
with a commitment store(CS) [9] containing the set of facts it is
committed to during the dialogue.
Using the idea introduced in [2] of decomposing the agents’ com-
mitments store (CS) into many components, we suppose that each
agent’s CS has the structure

CS = 〈S,A, C〉

with:

CS.S contains the offers proposed by the agent and those it has
accepted(CS.S ⊆ X),

CS.A is the set of arguments presented by the agent(CS.A ⊆
Arg(L)), whereArg(L)) is the set of all arguments we can
construct fromL,

CS.C is the set of challenges made by the agent.

At the first run of the protocol, all the CS are empty. This is not the
case when the protocol is run again. Indeed, agents must keep their
previous commitments to avoid to repeat what they have already
uttered during previous runs of the protocol.

4.2 Conditions on the negotiation acts
In what follows, we specify for each act its pre-conditions and

post-conditions (effects). For the agents’ commitments (CS), we
only specify the changes to effect. We suppose that agentai ad-
dresses a move to the(n− 1) other agents.

Offer(x) wherex ∈ X. It’s the basic move in negotiation. The
idea is that an agent chooses an offerx for which there are the
strongest supporting arguments (w.r.t.Gi). Since the agent iscoop-
erative(it tries to satisfy its own goals taking into account the goals
of the other agents), this offerx is the also the one for which there
exists no strong argument against it (usingGOi

j instead ofGi).



Pre-conditions: Among the elements ofX, choosex which is pre-
ferred to anyx′ ∈ X such thatx′ 6= x, in the sense of defini-
tion 4, provided that there is no strong argument against the
offer x (i.e. with a weakness degree equal to 0) whereGi is
changed intoGOi

j , ∀j 6= i in definition 8.

Post-conditions: CS.St(ai) = CS.St−1(ai) ∪ {x}.

Challenge(x)wherex ∈ X. This move incites the agent which
receives it to give an argument in favor of the offerx. An agent
asks for an argument when this offer is not acceptable for it and it
knows that there are still non-rejected offers.

Pre-conditions: ∃x′ ∈ X such thatx′ is preferred tox w.r.t. defi-
nition 4.

Post-conditions: CS.Ct(ai) = CS.Ct−1(ai) ∪ {x}: the agentai

which played the moveChallenge(x) keeps it in its CS.

Challenge(y)wherey ∈ Wff(L). This move incites the agent
which receives it to give an argument in favor of the propositiony.

Pre-conditions: There is no condition.

Post-conditions: CS.Ct(ai) = CS.Ct−1(ai) ∪ {y}: the agentai

which played the moveChallenge(y) keeps it in its CS.

Argue(S) with S = {(kp, αp), p = 1, s}⊆ Ki is a set of formulas
representing the support of an argument given by agentai. In [5],
it is shown how to compute and evaluateacceptablearguments.

Pre-conditions: S is acceptable.

Post-conditions: CS.At(ai) = CS.At−1(ai)∪S. If S is accept-
able (according to the definition given in[5]), the agentsaj

revise their baseKj into a new base(Kj)
∗(S).

Withdraw An agent can withdraw from the negotiation if it hasn’t
any acceptable offer to propose.

Pre-conditions: ∀x ∈ X, there is an argument with maximal
strength againstx, or (X = ∅).

Post-conditions: (Result(D) = failure) and∀i, CSt(ai) = ∅. As
soon as an agent withdraws, the negotiation ends and all the
commitment stores are emptied.
We suppose the dialogue ends this way because we aim to
find a compromise between then agents taking part to the
negotiation.

Accept(x) wherex ∈ X. This move is played when the offerx is
acceptable for the agent.

Pre-conditions: the offerx is the most preferred decision inX in
the sense of definition 4.

Post-conditions: CS.St(ai) = CS.St−1(ai) ∪ {x}.
If x ∈ CS.S(ai), ∀i, thenResult(D) = success, i.e if all
the agents accept the offerx, the negotiation ends withx as
compromise.

Accept(S)S ⊂ Wff(L).

Pre-conditions: S is acceptable forai.

Post-conditions: CS.At(ai) = CS.At−1(ai) ∪ S.

Refuse(x)wherex ∈ X. An agent refuses an offer if it is not
acceptable for it.

Pre-conditions: there exists an argument in the sense of definition
5 againstx.

Post-conditions: If ∀aj , @(S, x), i.e. if there not exist any accept-
able argument forx thenX = X \ {x}. A rejected offer is
removed from the setX. Result(D) = failure.

Say nothing This move allows an agent to miss its turn if it has
already accepted the current offer, or it has no argument to present.
This move has no effect on the dialogue.

4.3 Properties of the negotiation protocol

PROPERTY1 (TERMINATION). Any negotiation betweenn
agents managed by our protocol ends, either withResult(D) = suc-
cessor Result(D) = failure.

PROPERTY2 (OPTIMAL OUTCOME). If the agents do not mis-
represent the preferences of the other agents (GOi

j), then the com-
promise found is an offerx which is preferred to any other offer
x′ ∈ X in the sense of definition 4, for all the agents.

5. EXAMPLE OF DELIBERATIVE CHOICE
We illustrate our negotiation protocol through an example of di-

alogue between three agents: Mary, John and Peter, partners on
a common project aiming at setting a town and a date for their
next meeting. The negotiation objectO is in this case the cou-
ple(Town, Date) denoted〈t, d〉, wheret is for the town andd the
date.
Suppose that the set of offers isX = {(V, E), (L, S), (V, J)}, i.e.
the meeting will take part either in Valencia (denoted V), at one of
the dates respectively denoted E and J; or in London (denoted L) at
the date denoted S.

In what follows, we use the following scaleT = {a, b, c, d} with
the conditiona > b > c > d. We recall thatm is the order revers-
ing map on the scaleT such thatm(a) = d andm(b) = c.

Suppose Mary has the followingbeliefs:
K0 = {(disposable(V,E), 1), (disposable(t,d)→ meet(t,d), 1),
(free(V,E),1), (¬ free(L,S) ,1), (disposable(t,J),1)}.

Thegoalsof Mary are to meet her partners in any town and at any
date, provided that accommodations are free. This can be written:
G0 = {(meet, 1),(free, b)}.
Where ”meet” is a short for(meet(V, E)∨meet(L, S)∨meet(V, J)).
”free” is defined the same way. We use this type of abbreviation
in what follows.

Suppose John’s beliefs are:K1 = {(hot(V, d), a), (¬hot(L, S), 1),
(disposable(L, S), 1), (disposable(t, d) → meet(t, d), 1),
(meet(V, J) → work saturday, 1)}.

His goals are to meet his partners in any town and at any date, and
that this town must be not hot at this date. We write:
G1 = {(meet, 1), (¬hot, c)}.

Finally we suppose Peter’s beliefs are:
K2 = {(¬meet(V, E), 1), (∀d 6= E, meet(V, d), 1),
(disposable(t, d) → meet(t, d), 1), (disposable(V, J), b),
(manager, 1), (manager → work saturday, 1)}.

His goals are to meet his partners and to don’t work on Saturday.
We write:G2 = {(meet, 1), (¬work saturday, d)}.



For simplicity, we suppose that Mary, John and Peter ignore the
preferences of each other. This means thatGOi

j = ∅, ∀i, j.

In what follows, we illustrate the dialogue between the agents and
give the moves played by each agent.

First run of the protocol:

Mary starts the dialogue by proposing an offer.

Mary: The next meeting should be in Valencia during the confer-
ence ECAI.Offer(V, E).

Pre-condition: (V,E) is the most preferred decision for Mary.

Post-condition:CS.S(Mary) = {(V, E)}.

John: Why?Challenge(V, E).

Pre-condition: For John, there exists another decision which
is preferred to (V,E).

Post-condition:CS.C(John) = {(V, E)}.

Peter: What are the advantages?Challenge(V, E).

Pre-condition: For Peter, this decision violates his most im-
portant goal.

Post-condition:CS.C(Peter) = {(V, E)}.

Mary: I think we can meet as soon as it will be during ECAI.
Argue(meet(V, E)).

Pre-condition: The argument is acceptable.

Post-condition:CS.A(Mary) = {disposable(V, E),
disposable(V, E) → meet(V, E)}.

John: I refuse Valencia because it is hot.Argue(hot(V, d)).

Pre-condition:{hot(V, d)} is an acceptable argument.

Post-condition:CS.A(John) = {hot(V, d)}.

Peter: For my part, I will not be able to meet you.
Argue(¬meet(V, E)).

Pre-condition:{¬meet(V, E)} is an acceptable argument.

Post-condition:CS.A(Peter) = {¬meet(V, E)}.

Mary: Nevertheless the accommodation will be free.
Argue(free(V, E)).

Pre-condition:{free(V, E)} is an acceptable argument.

Post-condition:CS.A(Mary) = CS.A(Mary)
∪{free(V, E)}.

John: It still doesn’t fit me.Refuse(V, E).

Pre-condition: the offer violates one of his goals.

Peter: Neither do I.Refuse(V, E).

Pre-condition: the offer violates his most important goal.

Post-condition:Result(D) = failure.
X = X \ {(V, E)} and all the CS are emptied except
the components of the arguments.

Second run of the protocol: It is started by John.

John: What about London in September ?Offer(L, S).

Pre-condition: (L,S) is the most preferred decision for John.

Post-condition:CS.S(John) = {(L, S)}.

Peter: I refuse.Refuse(L, S).

Pre-condition: this offer violates his most important goal.

Mary: John, what are your arguments in favor of your offer ?
Challenge(L, S).

Pre-condition: (L,S) is not the preferred decision for Mary.

Post-condition:CS.C(Mary) = {(L, S)}.

John: London is not hot and I will be able to meet you.
Argue(¬hot(L, S), meet(L, S)).

Pre-condition: The argument is acceptable.

Post-condition:CS.A(John) = CS.A(John) ∪
{¬hot(L, S), disposable(L, S), disposable(L, S) →
meet(L, S)}.

Peter: But we have already said that the meeting should be in Va-
lencia !Argue(∀d 6= E, meet(V, d)).

Pre-condition:{∀d 6= E, meet(V, d)} is an acceptable ar-
gument.

Post-condition:CS.A(Peter) = CS.A(Peter) ∪ {∀d 6=
E, meet(V, d)}.

Mary: I can’t pay the accommodation.Argue(¬free(L, S)).

Pre-condition:{¬free(L, S)} is acceptable.

Post-condition:CS.A(Mary) = CS.A(Mary)
∪ {¬free(L, S)}.

John: I forgot that we have chosen Valencia to organize the meet-
ing. Accept(∀d 6= E, meet(V, d)).

Pre-condition:{∀d 6= E, meet(V, d)} is an acceptable ar-
gument.

Post-condition:CS.A(John) = CS.A(John) ∪ {∀d 6=
E, meet(V, d)}.

John revises its belief base which becomes:K1 = {(hot(V,d),
0.9),(¬ hot(L,S), 1), (disposable(L,S), 1), (disposable(t,d)→
meet(t,d), 1), (meet(V,J)→ work saturday, 1), (∀ d 6= E,
meet(V,d), 1)}.

Peter: I have nothing more to say.Say nothing.

Mary: I also forgot this.Accept(∀d 6= E, meet(V, d)).

Pre-condition:{∀d 6= E, meet(V, d)} is acceptable.

Post-condition:CS.A(Mary) = CS.A(Mary) ∪ {∀d 6=
E, meet(V, d)}.

Mary revises its belief base which becomes:
K0 = {(disposable(V,E), 1), (disposable(t,d)→meet(t,d), 1),
(free(V,E),1), (¬ free(L,S) ,1), (disposable(t,J),1), (∀ d 6= E,
meet(V,d), 1)}.

Result(D) = failure, X = X \ {(L, S)} = {(V, J)} and all
the CS are emptied except the components of the arguments.



Third run of the protocol: It is Peter’s turn to propose an offer.

Peter: What about reorganizing the sessions to satisfy every body?
Offer(V, J).

Pre-condition: the decision (V,J) is the most preferred one.

Post-condition:CS.S(Peter) = {(V, J)}.

Mary: It fits me.Accept(V, J).

Pre-condition:(V, J) is the most preferred decision for her.

Post-condition:CS.S(Mary) = {(V, J)}.

John: Not me !Refuse(V, J).

Pre-condition: the decision (V,J) violates one of his goals.

Peter: John, what doesn’t fit you ?
Challenge(Refuse(V, J)).

Pre-condition: There aren’t.

Post-condition:CS.C(Peter) = {(V, J)},

Mary: I have nothing to say.Say nothing.

John: If we organize the sessions this way, the managers would
have to work on Saturday.Argue(work saturday).

Pre-condition: the argument is acceptable.

Post-condition:CS.A(John) = CS.A(John)∪ {meet(V,J),
meet(V,J)→ work saturday}.

Peter: The managers can make the effort of working on Saturday.
Argue(manager, manager → work saturday).

Pre-condition: Peter has an acceptable argument to con-
vince John:{manager, manager → work saturday}.

Post-condition:CS.A(Peter) =CS.A(Peter)∪ {manager,
manager→ work saturday}.

Mary: I have nothing to say.Say nothing.

John: I think you don’t let me any choice ! Accept(manager, man-
ager→ work saturday).

Pre-condition: The argument is acceptable.

Post-condition:CS.A(John) =CS.A(John)∪ {manager,
manager→ work saturday}.

Furthermore, the offer(V, J) is the most preferred one inX in the
sense of definition 4.
In other words, all the agents have accepted the offer(V, J) and
Result(D) = success.

The negotiation dialogue ends with a compromise found by the
agents to organize their meeting: in Valencia at the date J.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a general formal framework for han-

dling negotiation dialogues where autonomous agents aim at find-
ing a common agreement about a collective choice. The agents are
equipped with knowledge bases graded in certainty levels and gath-
ering what they know about the environment, and with preference
bases representing their more or less important goals.
The reasoning model of the agents is captured by a formal decision
framework. The basic idea is that an agent utters and accepts offers
which are supported by strong arguments. Similarly, agents refuse

or challenge offers for which there exists at least one strong argu-
ment against them.
The interaction between agents is captured by a protocol which is
run at most as many times as there non discussed offers, and such
that at each run only one offer is discussed. If it is accepted by all
the agents, then an agreement is found. In the opposite case, it is
removed from the set of offers and another one is proposed.

In future work, we plan to propose a protocol less restrictive by
considering stratified sets to store the rejected offers. A level of
rejection will be computed to allow the affectation of the offers to
the different sets. The last set in the stratification will gather the of-
fers which are definitively rejected, i.e. those which are impossible.
Once all the offers are studied without finding an acceptable one,
the agents negotiate again on the set gathering the less rejected of-
fers and procede the same way. This requires that the agents revise
their bases by being less demanding regarding their preferences.
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